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This assignment enables to compensate for insufficiencies in assignment 3. In this assignment we will 
again create a Game of Life simulation as conceived by John Conway but instead of using an array we 
now need a different representation for the world.

Conway's Game of Life
This assignment has the same requirements as assignment 3, expect now we want the world to be very 
large. To keep it practical the coordinate of each cell can still be represented by integers. One corner of 
the world will have coordinate (INT_MIN,INT_MIN) and the opposite corner has 
(INT_MAX,INT_MAX) where usually INT_MIN=-2147483648 and INT_MAX=+2147483647 as 
defined in include file “climits”.

The size of the world means we can no longer use an array to represent each cell of the world as
this would take too much memory. Instead we will now only store the cells that are alive and assume all
other cells are dead. You are free to choose your own datastructure to store the live cells but it would be
nice if the datastructure you choose is efficient so a world with 100.000 live cells can still be simulated 
without (much) delay. One way of doing this is to use a map datastructure (hash_table or binary tree) as
provided alongside this assignment in file “MapExample.cpp”.

Clearly randomizing the world by randomizing each cell is no longer possible as too many cells 
might become alive and would require too much memory. Instead we now only randomize a particular 
part of the world (say 1000 by 1000 cells) but each cells in the world should in principle be able to 
come alive in subsequent time steps.

Testing
Testing can for example be done using the glider gun. After simulating say 10.000 time steps we should
be able to calculate where the farthest glider gun projectile is and move the view to it to see it. But feel 
free to suggest other tests when we evaluate your implementation.
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